Laserworld AG and Pangolin Laser Systems Inc. Light up the 2012 Zurich Street Parade
Laser effects and an all star line-up of musical talent highlite the 2012 Zurich Street Parade,
Which had an estimated 950,000 people in attendance.

Zurich, Switzerland - Laserworld AG and Pangolin Laser Systems Inc. recently finished work for one of
the most notable laser light shows to take place in the country of Switzerland this year. The two
companies collaborated to produce the laser effects for the 2012 Zurich Street Parade in Zurich,
Switzerland, which had an estimated 950,000 people in attendance.
For the parade, Laserworld had lasers running from three stages, including the “Sechseläutenplatz”,
“Bürkliplatz” and “Konzerthaus”. Having lasers running from three separate stages, allowed for a multitude
of different laser effects to take place simultaneously, helping provide an even greater experience for
those watching the show. In addition, laser effects were performed in conjunction with a musical set
performed by Steve Angello of Swedish House Mafia on the Sechseläutenplatz stage, and in conjunction
with the DJ Group Pendulum on the Bürkliplatz stage.
Laserworld brought 150 watts in total laser power to the show, and used fifteen of their premium line RTI
Projectors at the event. These RTI Projectors are available using the latest in Coherent OPSL laser
technology as well as Cambridge Technology Scanning systems. The fifteen projector setup included a
combination of:
RTI NANO AT6 RRYGCB 35W projectors (center stage)
RTI PIKO RGB (11W)
RTI PIKO RGB (4W)
The output power and beam quality from the Laserworld RTI units was spectacular, and the high power
beams were visible throughout the entire city of Zurich.
Pangolin Laser Systems Inc. provided the control systems for the show, and their revolutionary new
BEYOND laser control software was used for this special event.
Three Pangolin BEYOND systems running with QM2000.NET hardware were used on the
Sechseläutenplatz stage. And three Pangolin BEYOND systems running one QM2000.NET and two
FB3QS hardware devices were used for control on the Bürkliplatz stage. The systems used on the
Bürkliplatz stage were controlled in conjunction with the AKAI APC 40, to perform “live” laser effects, to
the beat of the music.

About Laserworld
Laserworld is a fast-growing company and an important worldwide supplier of laser show systems. They
have a very wide product range starting with low priced and small devices up to high end laser systems
for the most professional of applications.
Laserworld is proud to offer clients a broad product range of products, which is strategically well
positioned in the market. The entire development and production of their laser systems is done using their
own production lines. Laserworld products undergo vigorous quality control measures, to ensure that a
superior quality and technical level is achieved. Laserworld laser projectors fulfill all European safety
standards including CE, CCC, RoHS and GS certificates.
More information about Laserworld is available on their website at http://www.laserworld.com. You can
also visit them on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/LaserworldAG.

About Pangolin
Since 1986, Pangolin has amassed over 20,000 clients in 63 countries firmly positioning themselves as
the world leader; providing software and hardware solutions to the laser display and text message
industries. The company, with offices in the USA, Central Europe, and Mainland China, has received more
than 20 awards for technical achievement and product quality, and their software has contributed to more
than 250 Artistic Awards for its users. Pangolin has products being used by some of the largest events,
companies, and brands currently known, including major theme parks such as Disney World, SeaWorld,
Universal Studios, and Six Flags; major motion picture companies such as 20th Century Fox and
DreamWorks pictures; high-tech companies such as PC Magazine, Boeing, and Lawrence Livermore
Labs; popular brands such as Mountain Dew, T-Mobile, and Motorola; major sports teams and events
such as the Orlando Magic, Philadelphia Eagles, and Super Bowl XLIV; and top-named musical talent
including Madonna, Drake, Usher, Metallica, the Black Eyed Peas, Jennifer Lopez, Shakira, Jean Michel
Jarre, Justin Timberlake and many others.
More information on Pangolin can be found at their website http://www.pangolin.com, and on their
Facebook page at http://www.facebook.com/PangolinSystems.
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